MENU
¥ 70 0 eac h

Please choose the car model you would like printed on
your MACCHI-ART from the selection below.

(tax in c l . )

GINGER RED
Allergens : Orange

The sweetness of pineapple and the tartness of lime
combined with natural ginger ale. The opulent scent
of ginger is sure to wash away any fatigue.
(Ingredients) Orange, lime, beets, ginger, pineapple, soda

FRESH LIME
GREEN
Allergens : -

CITRUS PINK
Allergens : Apple

This green drink is reminiscent of a mojito with its
fresh lime. The sweet and sour flavor will leave you
clear-headed and refreshed.
(Ingredients) Spinach, lime, mint, grapefruit, pineapple, soda

A citrus-based soda full of fruit, with the aroma of
yuzu, and packed with vitamins. The fruity taste is
perfect for children.

NISSAN LEAF

NISSAN
IMx KURO

FAIRL ADY Z

FAIRL ADY Z 432

(Ingredients) Apple, grape, grapefruit, lemon, yuzu soda

( HOT )

¥4 0 0

( ICE )

(tax in c l . )

NISSAN
Formula E

NISSAN
GRIPZ CONCEPT

SERENA

DATSUN 12
PHAETON

SK YLINE
2000GT-R

¥ 50 0
(tax in c l . )

Allergens : Milk・Soy ( ICE only )

Choose to have one of NISSAN's cars or even your own photo
drawn on your macchiato. Make sure to share a photo of
your MACCHI-ART on social media to remember the time you
spent at NISSAN CROSSING.
For ICE, enjoy the harmony of fresh cream and espresso.

NISSAN
GT-R NISMO

*Please choose the car model you would like printed on your
MACCHI-ART from the selection below.
NISSAN LEAF / NISSAN IMx KURO / NISSAN Formula E /

NISSAN GRIPZ CONCEPT / SERENA / FAIRLADY Z / FAIRLADY Z 432 /
NISSAN GT-R NISMO / DATSUN 12 PHAETON / SKYLINE 2000GT-R

MATCHA LATTE

CHOCOLATE LATTE

We use plenty of aromatic, flavorful Kyoto Uji
Matcha green tea. An excellent blend of the
sweetness of milk and bitterness of Uji Matcha
you can experience only here.

We use lavish quantities of French 55% Cacao
for our chocolate latte. Enjoy the slight bitter
sweetness and aromatic flavor with the
richness of fresh cream.

MATCHA LATTE (HOT・ICED)

CHOCOLATE LATTE

Allergens : Milk

Allergens : Milk・SOY

¥ 500 (tax incl .)

(HOT・ICED)

Ethiopian coffee beans make up the
base of our original blend. It is
characterized by its sweetness
resembling milk chocolate and
refreshing aftertaste.

¥ 500 (tax incl .)

YOUR PHOTO
We can replicate your photo on your MACCHI-ART.

COFFEE

(HOT・ICED)

¥ 350
(tax i nc l .)

LATTE

Take a photo

Select

(HOT・ICED)

¥ 400

(tax i nc l .)

Allergens : Milk

MACCHI-ART also available on Matcha Latte and Chocolate Latte. Extra 100 yen for whipped cream on all iced drinks.

CROSSING CAFE

Enjoy your MACCHI-ART!

